RESCUE OF PLANE SURVIVORS
Aircraft Land On Glacier

LONDON, Nov. 24 (A.A.P.)—All 12 of the passengers and crew of the Dakota which, on Tuesday, crash-landed on Rownhill Glacier, high in the Franco-Italian Alps, are being rescued by Swiss Flieger Strec places after their five days' ordeal on the snow-covered mountain side.

Except for a member of the crew who had a broken bone in his leg, all the passengers and crew are remarkably well, though suffering from shock.

The rescue was taken from the glacier to Hayence, a Swiss village five miles down the mountain. They were all carried by two Swiss cordials with ski landing gear which ran a "taxi service" to a point near the_wrecked Dakota.

NO SPECIAL ORDER OF RESCUE

It was possible for the rescue party to be 60 yards from the aircraft. But for the skiers, who now ran on their skis, the special order was that the nearest able-bodied man should be on duty. They were not interested in this, the nearest able-bodied man was the nearest able-bodied man.

They are now very few miles away, a very few miles away, and there is a possibility of a rescue. The nearest able-bodied man is the nearest able-bodied man.
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